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Abstract 
We call a simple graph highly irregular if each of its vertices is adjacent only to vertices 
with distinct degrees. In this paper we examine the degree sequences of highly irregular graphs. 
We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a sequence of positive integers to be the degree 
sequence of a highly irregular graph. 
I. Introduction 
We will consider a class of simple graphs which are opposite, in a certain sense, to 
regular graphs. These graphs are defined in [1] as follows: 
For a vertex v of a graph H we denote the set of all vertices adjacent o v by N(v). 
We define a connected graph H to be highly irregular if for every vertex v, 
u, w E N(v), u :fi w, implies that degH(u ) :fi degH(w ). 
For example, the graphs G1 and G2 in Fig. 1 are highly irregular. 
In [1], some structural properties of highly irregular graphs, estimations of the num- 
ber of such graphs and the independence numbers of this graphs were studied. In 
particular, the class of highly irregular trees was examined. 
The degree sequences of highly irregular graphs have an interesting property, namely, 
the difference of successive members of this monotonic sequence is equal to 0, 1 or 
-1 .  For example, (4,4,3,3,2,2, l, 1) is the degree sequence of the graphs Gi and G2 
in Fig. 1. 
Let us notice that (4, 4, 3, 3, 2, 2, 1, l, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ) is the degree sequence of the graph 
G in Fig. 2, every component of which is a highly irregular graph. This sequence has 
some connected realizations but none of them is highly irregular. 
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Thus, we modify the definition of highly irregular graph given in [1], by omitting 
the condition of connectivity. Moreover, we assume that every component of a highly 
irregular graph has at least two vertices. In short, such graph will be called a HI-graph. 
We will call a sequence a of positive integers HI-graphic, if a is the degree sequence 
of a HI-graph. Then this graph will be called a HI-realization of a. 
The aim of our paper is to solve the following problem: 
Problem 1. To give a necessary and sufficient condition for  a sequence of  positive 
integers to be the degree sequence of  a HI-graph. 
2. Necessary conditions for HI-graphic sequences 
Theorem 1. I f  G is a HI-graph with maximum degree m, then every number in the 
set {m,m - 1,.. .  ,2, 1} is the degree of  at least two vertices o f  G. 
Proof. From the definition of a HI-graph it follows that G has at least two vertices 
u, v of degree m. Note that the set N(u)  n N(v)  is empty, so Theorem 1 holds. [] 
Theorem 2. I f  a is the degree sequence o f  a HI-graph with maximum degree m, then 
a is o f  the following form: 
a=(  m . . . . .  m, . . . , i  . . . . .  i . . . . .  1 . . . . .  1) 
nm ni nl 
or in short a = (m n°', . . . .  i n~ . . . . .  1 n~ ), (1) 
where n,n and ~-~iml i " ni are even positive integers, 
and ni ~ nm for  i = 1,2 . . . . .  m. 
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Proof. The number nm is even because in a HI-graph G being a realization of a every 
vertex v of  degree m is adjacent o exactly one vertex w of degree m and v ~ w. 
Inequalities ni ~ nm for i = 1,2 . . . . .  m hold by the fact that the neighbourhoods of the 
m vertices of  degree m are pairwise disjoint. Obviously, Y'~i=l i • ni must be even. [] 
Theorem 3. Every sequence 
a=(m .... ,m,m-1  . . . . .  m-1  . . . . .  1 , . . . ,1 )  
nm nm - -  I I11 
m of  positive integers, where ~i=1 i . n i  is even and ni >/2 for i = 1,2 . . . . .  m, & graphic. 
Proof. We prove this theorem by the Erdrs-Gal la i 's  criterion which states, as 
have been shown in [2], that a sequence (at,a2 . . . . .  aN), where ~iN1 ai is even and 
al >1 a2 >~ .. .  >>- aN, is graphic if and only if for each r E {1,2 . . . . .  N - 1} the in- 
equality ( . )  holds: 
N 
~ai  <~r( r -1 )+ ~ min{r, ai}. (*) 
i=1 i=r+l 
Let L(r) and R(r) denote the left-hand and the right-hand side of  (*), respectively. 
To prove that for the sequence a the Erdrs-Gal la i 's  criterion is satisfied, we put: 
k 
SO :0 ,  Sk : ~..~nm-j+l for k= 1,2 . . . . .  m, Sm 
1 
j=l 
Then a = (a l ,az  . . . .  ,aN), where 
for so < i ~< s l m 
(a) ai ~- m - t 
1 
for st < i  ~St+ 1 
for sin-1 < i <~ sin. 
Note that for the sequence (so,st . . . . .  sin) we have: 
(b) sk >t 2k, 
(c) Sk+q >~ sk + 2q. 
Let r E { 1 ,2 , . . . ,N  - 1 }. We have two cases. 
Case I. r > m. Then m ~< r -  1. So, L(r) <<. r ( r -  1). Hence, in this case, ( . )  holds. 
Case II. r ~< m. Then, by (a), ai = r for Sm_ r < i <~ Sin--r+1. The number r is also an 
index of  a member of  the sequence a. Then a~ = m - t for some t C {0, 1 . . . . .  m - 1 }. 
Obviously, st < r <<. st+l. We have two subcases. 
Case IIa. m-  t < r. Then, by (a), Sm-r+l < st + 1. To simplify further argumentation 
we apply the diagram presented in Fig. 3. 
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It is not difficult to notice that in Fig. 3 the sum of  areas of  l ined rectangles is equal 
to L( r )  and that the sum of  areas of  remaining rectangles is equal to R(r )  - r ( r  - 1). 
Hence 
L( r )  <~ r ( r  - l ) + Sm--r+l(m -- r + 1), 
R(r  ) >~ r ( r -  1)÷(s t+] - r ) (m- t )÷2( l+2÷. . .÷(m-t -1 ) ) .  
Then, 
R(r )  - L ( r )  >~ (st+l - r ÷ m - t - 1)(m - t )  - Sm-r+ l (m - r ÷ 1). 
Since St+l = S(m--r+l)+(t+r--,~), then, by (c), we have 
R(r )  - L ( r )  >~ Sm--r+l(r -- t - -  1) ÷ (m -- t ) ( r  ÷ t - -  m- -  1). 
Since r >~ st + 1 then, by (b), r - t - 1 >~ t. Moreover, in Case IIa we have r > m - t, 
then R(r )  - L ( r )  >_. O. 
Case  IIb. r ~< m - t. Then, by (a), St+l <~ Sm-r+l .  In a similar way as in Case IIa 
we can consider the diagram presented in Fig. 4. 
Note that 
L(r )  4 r ( r -1 )+r (m-r  + l )  
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and 
R(r) >~r( r -  1)+r(sm r+l - - r )+2(1  +2+. . .+( r - -  1)). 
Hence 
R(r) - L(r) >! r(Sm-~+l + r - m - 2). 
We have, by (b), Sm-~+l + r -- m - 2 >1 m - r. Then the inequality ( , )  holds also in 
Case Ilb. 
Corollary 1. Each sequence a of  positive integers o[" the Jorm (1) is ~qraphic. 
Theorem 4. Let a be a sequence of  positive integers of  the Jbrm (1) i ra  is HI- 
graphic, then there exists a multigraph a] = ({//1 . . . . .  Vi . . . . .  Vm},g,/Z), with loops, 
sati~'yinq the following conditions: 
(a) f# is a realization of  the sequence d of  the following jorm: 
d = (all . . . . .  di . . . . .  d,~), where di = i "hi ,  (2) 
(b) the fimction ~ is such that Jor ever), i , j  E {1,2 . . . . .  m} we have: 
min{ni, nj} Jor i C j, 
,u({ Vi, V /} )  ~< cij = [½ni l  .[br i = j .  (3) 
ProoL Let G = (V,E) be a HI-graph which realizes a. We put: Vi = {u E 
V: deg(u) = i}, tAij = I{{U,U} E E; U E Vi, l! ~ Vs}lfor i , j  = 1,2 .. . .  ,m, ~/J- = 
{v,,  v2 . . . . .  vm},~({ v,, vj}) = ~ij. 
It is not difficult to check that f# = (~F,g,/~), where g denotes the set of all at most 
2-element subsets of ~P, is a multigraph satisfying conditions (a) and (b). [] 
Note that the multigraph f# defined above has loops, e.g. the vertex Vm is incident 
with exactly 1 nm loops. Obviously, the other vertices may have loops, too. 
Theorem 5. I f  a = (m n'', .... i n', .... 1 n' ) is a HI-graphic sequence, then the jollowin.q 
conditions hold: 
i. ni ~< 2 [½ niJ + min{n. - nm, ni} -- ~ min{nr, n,} for i = 2,3 . . . . .  m - 1 
r=2 
rs~i 
and 
m-I 
l 'n  I ~2  L l (n l - - r im)  j -~- r/m -}- ~ min{n~,n ,  -- rim}. 
r=2 
(4) 
Proof. Let <# = (~/,~,/~) be a multigraph satisfying conditions (a) and (b) of 
Theorem 4. It is obvious that the degree of each vertex of aj does not exceed the 
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sum of the multiplicities of the edges incident to this vertex (the multiplicity of a loop 
counts double). 
Note that the multiplicity of the edge {V In, V1} is equal to nm and the 
multiplicities of the remaining edges are bounded by the numbers cij given in (3), we 
obtain (4). [] 
Theorem 5 allows, in many cases, to find out quite easily that the examined sequence 
is not HI-graphic, for example the sequence (5 2, 4, 3 , 3 3, 2 2, 13 ) is not HI-graphic, since 
in (4), for i = 4 we get the false inequality: 4 .3  ~< 2 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 2. 
3. A sufficient condition for HI-graphic sequences 
To obtain a sufficient condition for a sequence a of the form (1) to be HI-graphic we 
use results of [5, 6]. In our paper we somewhat change the notation and the terminology 
applied in [5,6]. 
Let a simple graph G = (V,E) be a realization of a sequence a of the form (1) and 
let V/ denote the set of all vertices of G of degree i, i = 1,2,. . . ,  m. We denote the 
vertices of Vi as follows: v~, I)2,i..., 1)hi . i  For the set V/ we construct he matrix Mi with 
m rows and ni columns as follows: 
Mi = where tip A 1. [ljp]mXn,,  = iVs. N(6)  
For the graph G we associate the sequence J / /(G) = (M1 . . . . .  Mi .... Mm) of matrices 
which correspond to the sets V1 .. . . .  Vi,..., Vm, respectively. This sequence will be 
called the distribution sequence of matrices of G. 
A sequence J !  = (M1,... ,Mi,. . . ,Mm) of matrices will be called 9raphic, if there 
exists a simple graph G such that ~ ' (G)  = .4'/. Then G is called a realization of  Jl[. 
In [5,6], a criterion of graphicity of a sequence of matrices is given. We will 
formulate this criterion using the notions applied in this paper. 
Let Jg  be a sequence of matrices of the form 
{ ~t = (M1 .. . . .  Mi . . . . .  mm), 
t i i where Mi = [jp]mxn;, t)p is a non-negative integer, (5) 
I n  
Zj=I  tip -= i for i = 1,2 . . . . .  m and p = 1,2 . . . . .  hi. 
By ij = (Zjl,ij2 . . . . .  ~j,,) we denote the non-increasing sequence obtained from the 
elements of j th row of the matrix M;. 
Lemma 1. A sequence J[  of the form (5) is graphic if and only if for every 
i,j E {1,2, . . . ,m} the following conditions (i) - (iv) hold: 
ni 
(i) ~ t]k -- 0 (mod2),  
k=l  
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^i (ii) tik <~ r(r - 1) + 
k=l  k=r+l  
It i n i 
(iii) E t~{k = E t?jk, 
k=l  k=l  
n~ 
(iv) ~ t,~ ~< E min{r, tjk} 
k=l  k=l  
min{r,~} for r = 1,2 . . . . .  n i - -  1 ,  
for r= 1,2 .. . . .  nj, j < i. 
Note that conditions (i), (ii) concern the graphicity of the sequence which is the ith 
row of the matrix M/, however, (iii) and (iv) are necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the pair: the ith row of Mj and the jth row of M,., to have a realization being a 
simple bipartite graph. 
Lemma 2. A sequence Jig of the form (5) has a realization being a HI-graph if and 
only if for i,j E { l, 2 . . . . .  m} the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) Only 0 and 1 are elements of M,.. 
(b) In the ith row of Mi there is an even members equal to 1. 
(c) For i ~ j, in the ith row of Mj and in the jth row of Mi there is the same 
number of elements equal to 1. 
Proof. (3 )  Let G be a HI-graph such that Jg(G) = J/g. Condition (a) immediately 
follows from the definition of a HI-graph and the definition of a sequence J / (G),  
conditions (b) and (c) follow from (i) and (iii). 
(~)  Note that if J /  satisfies (a)-(c), then conditions ( i)-( iv) hold. Thus, the 
sequence ~ '  has a realization being a simple graph. Condition (a) guarantees that 
this realization is a HI-graph. [] 
Theorem 6. Let a be a sequence of positive integers of the form (1). I f  there exists 
a multigraph which realizes the sequence d of the form (2) with the bounds cij given 
in (3), then a is HI-graphic. 
Proof. Let ~ = ({Vi . . . . .  Vi .... , Vm},~,p) be multigraph which realizes the sequence 
d =(d l  . . . . .  di . . . . .  din) , where di = i .n i  for i = 1,2 . . . . .  m, with the bounds cij. By 
Lemma 2, it is sufficient to prove that there exists a sequence ~ of the form (5), which 
satisfies conditions (a)-(c). We will give a method of construction of the matrix M, 
for i = 1,2 .... ,m. 
Let ~i = (c~, 2~,..., 2~) be the sequence which is formed by repetition, i times, of 
the sequence (1,2 . . . . .  ni) and let/~i= (/~,fl~ .. . . .  /3~,) be the sequence of the form: 
1 .... ,1 , . . . , i , . . . , i , . . . ,m .... ,m, 
t~11 2"Pii P.li  
where 
#ji = p({Vj, Vi}), j = 1,2 . . . . .  m. 
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Note that the lengths k and h of sequences ~i and /~i, respectively, are equal because 
k . . . .  i .  ni di and h #ii + ~im=l #ji di. Then we define the matrix Mi = [tjp]m×,, 
as follows: 
1 if j fl.~, p i for some s E {1,2 .. . .  ,di}, 
tip = : : ~s 
0 in the remaining cases. 
Let pi  = {( j ,p) ;  tip = l}. Obviously, pi = {(fl~,~); s = 1,2 . . . . .  di}. We will 
prove that the sequence (M1,M2 . . . . .  mm) satisfies conditions (a ) - (c )  and it is of the 
form (5). Obviously, every element of M,., for i : 1,2 . . . . .  m, is equal to 0 or 1. Let 
S = {sl,s2 . . . . .  szm} be the set of all indexes for which elements of /3 i are equal to 
i. By (3), we have 2ktii ~< ni, so the sequence (~, ,~2 . . . .  ct~2l~,,) has pairwise distinct 
elements. Thus, the set {(i,c~!~) E pi; s C S} has exactly 2#ii elements and condition 
(b) holds. By similar argumentation we prove that for i ¢ j ,  the set {(i,r) E PJ; 
r = 1,2 . . . . .  nj} has #ij elements and the set {( j , r )  E pi; r = 1,2 . . . . .  ni} has /~ji 
elements. Since #~j :/~j~, condition (c) holds. Finally, it is sufficient to show that for 
every p E {1,2 . . . . .  ni}, the set {(r ,p)  E U;  r = 1,2 . . . . .  m} has exactly i elements. 
Note that p ~i for q 0, 1, i -  1. By (3), the numbers/3p, i i = = /3p+., . . . . .  /~p+~i -~. ,  p+qn, . . . .  ' 
are pairwise distinct. [] 
4. Realizability of a pair (d, d) with given bounds by a bipartite multigraph 
By Theorems 4 and 6, the problem of characterization of HI-graphic sequences is 
reduced to the following question: 
Problem 1". Let d = (dl,d2 . . . . .  din) be a sequence of positive inte#ers and 
C = [cij]m×m be a matrix of positive inteqers. What are necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the sequence d to have a realization as a multi qraph with loops in 
which #i/ <~cij (#ij denotes the number of all edges joinin# the vertex of  degree 4 
with the vertex of deqree d/)? 
For multigraphs without loops this problem has been solved with various assump- 
tions for the matrix [c~j]. We use results given in [3] modifying them for multigraphs 
with loops. These results allow us to answer the given question by using bipartite 
multigraphs. 
For introduction we give the following definition: 
A bipartite multigraph (~//U~, g, p), where ~/~ = {vl, v2 . . . . .  vn }, °ll = {ul, u2 . . . . .  urn} 
and # denotes the multiplicity of edges, will be called a realization of a pair of 
sequences d = (dl,d2 . . . . .  dn), d = (dl,cl2 . . . . .  din) with bounds bij, if deg(vi) :- d,., 
deg(uj) = ~. and #({vi, uj))<-..bij for i = 1,2 .. . .  ,n and j = 1,2 . . . . .  m. 
By the following two theorems we reduce Problem 1" to the analogous question for 
bipartite multigraphs. 
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Theorem 7. I f  there ex&ts a multigraph ~ which is a realization of  a sequence 
d = (dl,d2 . . . . .  din) with bounds eij ( i , j  = 1,2 . . . . .  m), then there exists a bipartite 
multigraph ~* which is a realization of  the pair (d, d) with the bounds c3, where 
, f ci/ for i ~ j, 
ci/ = ~ 2c(/ for i = j, i , j  = 1,2 . . . . .  m. (6 )  
Proof. Let fq=(~U,d,~t) be a realization of the sequence d with the bounds cij, where 
~r = {vl,v2 . . . . .  Vm} and #({vi, vj}) = /tij. We put ~* = (~V U ~,C*,/~*),  where 
ill = {ul,u2 . . . . .  urn} is a copy of ~/~, and 
= ~l~ij for i e j ,  
] l * ({Vi ,  U]})  = ]A~ 
L 2pi/ for i= j .  
It is easy to check that if* is a realization of the pair (d, d) with the bounds c*. [] 
Theorem 8. Let d = (dl,d2 . . . . .  din) be a sequence of  positive integers and 
C = [Cij]mxm be a symmetric matrix of  positive integers'. I f  there exists a bipartite 
multigraph ~* which is a realization of  the pair (d,d) with the bounds' c* given 
by (6), then there exists a multigraph ~ which is a realization of  the sequence d 
with the bounds cij. 
Proofl Let ~* = (~U o//,g*,ff*) be a bipartite multigraph which realizes the pair 
(d,d) with the bounds c~ and let ~4" = [/2*]m×m be the matrix whose elements are the 
multiplicities of the edges in ~*. Note that ,d* is a solution, in the set of non-negative 
integers, of the following system of equations and inequalities: 
Xll +x12+ "+x l . ,=d l ,  
X21 -[-X22 + " -~-X2m = d2, 
• -" (7 )  
Xml -4- Xm2 + " " + Xmm = din, 
x~j <<, ci* j for i,j = 1,2 . . . . .  m. 
We search for a matrix of the multiplicities of the edges of a multigraph ff being 
a realization of the sequence d with the bounds cij. That means that we search for a 
matrix ~ '  = [l~ij]m×m, which is a solution, in the set of non-negative integers, of  the 
following system: 
2Xll + X12 -}- " " " -I- Xlm =d l ,  
X21 +2X22 4 - ' ' "  +X2m = d2, 
" - "  (8 )  
Xml + Xm2 + "" " + 2Xmm = din, 
x u~<c~/ for i ,  j= l ,2  . . . . .  m. 
Let {'* ~(#i /+p*)  fo r ie j ,  
z i /=  I • fo r i= j .  (9) 
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Note that [Zij]mxm is a solution of (8) in the set of rational non-negative numbers, 
but elements of this matrix can be fractions with the denominator equal to 2. To get 
a solution in the set of non-negative integers we adapt the method given in [3] which 
was applied to multigraphs without loops and which allows to obtain a solution of (8) 
in the set of non-negative integers from the solution (9). 
Let W be a graph on m vertices Wl, w 2 . . . . .  Wm, in which an edge joins vertices wi, wj 
if and only i f  zij is non-integral. Then to the edge {w~,wj} we give the label zij. 
Since the number d, is integer and zij = zji, if W has an edge, then this edge is in 
a simple cycle (this cycle may be a loop). We consider two cases. 
Case 1. The graph W has an even cycle (wi,,wi2 . . . . .  wi2,,wi, ). Then, adding and 
subtracting alternately ½ from the labels of the edges of this cycle, we obtain the 
labels which are non-negative integers, and for each vertex w E {wi~,wi2 . . . .  ,wi2k} 
the sum of the labels of the edges incident to w is not changed. Next we remove 
from W the edges {wi,,wi:}, {wi2,wi3} . . . . .  {wi2~, wi, }. In this way we get a new so- 
lution [zij] of conditions (8), in which there is less fractions than in the previous 
solution. 
Case 2. In the graph W there are no even cycles, but there are odd cycles. 
Assume that in W there is exactly one odd simple cycle (Wi,,Wi2 . . . . .  Wik,Wi, ). We 
put 
I = {(il, i2 ), (i2, i3 ) . . . . .  (ik-l, ik), (ik, il )}. 
Then zij is integer for (i, j) ~ I; however for (i, j) E I, zij is a fraction with the 
denominator equal to 2. So, the numbers s = Y~(i,j)~i 2zij and ~im=l d i -S  are 
odd integers. On the other hand, since [zij]m×m satisfies (8) and zij = zji, we 
obtain 
m 
2 ~ zjj + 2 ~-] zij i f k= l ,  
j= l  i,j=l 
j~i l  i<j 
d i - -S  ~ 
i=1 m 
2 ~ zjj + 2 ~ z~j if k> 1. 
j= l  (i,j)([l 
i<j 
m Then the number ~--]~i=J d / -  s is even, and we have a contradiction. Thus, if in the 
graph W there is an odd cycle, then there also exists the other odd cycle. Let C1 
and Cz be two odd cycles in W. These cycles are edge-disjoint. If C1 and C2 have 
a common vertex v then we proceed as in Case 1. We change the labels around 
Cl and 6"2 by adding and subtracting alternately ½ beginning from an edge inci- 
dent with the vertex v. Next we remove from W the edges which belong to CI 
and 6"2. 
Finally, assume that in W there are only vertex-disjoint cycles Cl and C2. Let wi and 
wj are vertices which belong to C1 and C2, respectively. If zij = cij, then we subtract 1 
l from zij, add and subtract alternately i from the labels around C1 (6"2) beginning from 
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an edge incident with wi (w j). If zij < cij, then we proceed ual as above starting from 
adding 1 to zij. [] 
5. A combinatorial characterization of HI-graphic sequences 
Now we give the main theorem of this paper which is a combinatorial character- 
ization of the degree sequences of HI-graphs. We use the Hoffman's criterion [4] 
which is a characterization f the degree sequences of bipartite multigraphs with 
bounds for the multiplicity of edges. This criterion can be formulated as 
follows: 
Let d = (dl, d2,..., dm) and a~ = (d in+l ,  din+2,..., din+n) be sequences of non-negative 
m ~"~m+n integers uch that ~-'~i=l di = z-~j=m+l dj = s and let cij >~0 for 1 <<. i<<.m, m+l <<.j <<. m+n 
be given non-negative integers. There exists a bipartite multigraph which is a realiza- 
tion of the pair (d,d) with the bounds cij if and only if, for every I C__{l,2,...,m}, 
JC{m+l ,m+2 . . . . .  m+n} we have 
iEI, jC J  iEl jE J  
Theorem 9. Let 
a=(m . . . . .  m . . . . .  i . . . . .  i . . . . .  1 . . . . .  1) 
?/m ?/i n I 
be a sequence of postivie integers satisfying the conditions: the numbers nm and 
m ~-'~/=1 i 'n i  are even positive integers, and ni>~nm for i = 1,2 . . . . .  m. The sequence a
is HI-graphic if and only if for every L J  c{1,2 . . . . .  m} we have 
E c~>~Ei 'n i+~-~J 'n j -~- ]~r 'n r ,  (10) 
iCL jE J  i c l  jE J  r= l  
where 
• f min{ni, n j} for i ~ j, 
co= ~ 2 [ lni] for i = j. 
Proof. Let (A)-(C)  denote the following statements: 
(A) The sequence a of the form (1) has a realization being a HI-graph. 
(B) The sequence d of the form (2) has a realization with the bounds cij given in 
(3) being multigraph with loops. 
(C) The pair (d,d) of sequences of the form (2) has a realization with the bounds 
c* given in (6) being bipartite multigraph. 
Then the proof of Theorem 9 proceeds according to the following diagram: 
Theorems 4, 6 Theorems 7, 8 Hoc~'s 
(A) ¢=~ (B) ~ (C) . . (10). [] 
cr i te r ion  
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